Triplex targets in the human rhodopsin gene.
We have explored the application of triplex technology to the human rhodopsin gene, which encodes a G-protein-linked receptor involved in the genetic disorder autosomal dominant retinitis pigmentosa (ADRP). Our results support the hypothesis that most human genes contain high-affinity triplex sites and further refine the rules governing identification and successful targeting of triplex-forming oligonucleotides (TFOs) to these sites. Using a computer search for sites 15 nucleotides in length and greater than 80% purine, we found 143 distinct sites in the rhodopsin gene and comparable numbers of sites in several other human genes. By applying more stringent criteria, we selected 17 potential target sites in the rhodopsin gene, screened them with a plasmid binding assay, and found 8 that bound TFOs with submicromolar affinity (Kd = 10(-)9-10(-)7 M). We compared purine (GA) and mixed (GT) TFOs at each site, and found that GA-TFOs consistently bound with higher affinity, and were less sensitive to pyrimidine interruptions in the target strand. High G-content favored high-affinity binding; only sites with >54% G-content bound TFOs with Kd </= 10(-)8 M.